A formula for the grdssencharacter of an elliptic curve with complex multiplication. in a family parametrized by modified Weierstrass functions or classical theta-functions, is given. The method is based on Shimura's Reciprocity Law for modular functions, and applies to Legendre, Jacobi, and Hesse curves. As an application, the conductors of the CM curves in these families are determined.
Note that the factor det(y)k'2 one frequently sees in the definition off], y is omitted here; this is crucial for our theory, as it means forms of weight k > 1 are not fixed by QX .
1
. An important subgroup of GL,(A)+ is
It is the largest subgroup with compact finite part fixing the modular invariant j(z).
Elements of Q,,(Q,,) are called arithmetic automorphic functions. . If zO E $j is a CM point-that
is, zO belongs to a quadratic imaginary field K-and f(z) E O!,(Q,,) is finite at z,,, then f(z,,) lies in K,,. Shimura's Reciprocity Law gives the action of Ki on f(z,) in terms of the action of GL*(A)+ on @,(Q,,), as follows.
There is a natural embedding qz,: K + M, (Q) representing multiplication in K with .respect to the basis ZO, 1: q&) (';) =K (;o) for K E K.
Extending scalars, one obtains the Reciprocity Law map qzo: Ki + CL,(A)+. Shimura's Reciprocity Law is the formula f(zo)I"A =j%(~-') Go) for sEK2
(cf. [8, Theorem 6.3 1, p. 1571).
THE MAIN THEOREMS
Let d be an arithmetic automorphic form of weight 1; put g*(z) '*(') = (271i)4 ~4(z) ' g&) '3(') = (2ni)6 I" ' 641/17/3-E ROBERT S.RUMELY and consider the family of elliptic curves w,: y2 = 4x' -y*x --y3 as z varies over sj. For each point zO in a quadratic imaginary field K, where yz(zo) and y3(zO) are finite, the corresponding curve W,(z,) has complex multiplication by K. The family W, is parametrized by modified Weierstrass functions: for each z E 8, as w varies over C there is a holomorphic isomorphism FJW, z): C/I& I]+ W@(Z),
On the other hand, for fixed r, s E Q/Z not both zero, as z varies over 8,
is a section whose coordinates are arithmetic automorphic functions. Thus at a CM point zO, the torsion points of W,(z,) are rational over K,, . Moreover, writing v = '(r, s), the functions P(V. z) = c2iiJ2 p(zr + s, IL 11). 1 P'@* z) = (2ni) 3 p'(zr + s, [z, 11) are arithmetic modular forms on which the subgroup U of G,!,,(A)+ acts in a simple linear way: for u E U and v E Q2/Z2, 'UV is well defined (cf. 1 . Let U, be the subgroup of IL fixing 4, let zO E 5 n K be a CM point where y&z,,) and y3(zo) are defined, and consider W,(z,) over the field of definition R = K(y2(z,,), y3(zO)). Then (1) k is classfzeld to the subgroup Kx . q,'(UJ,) of Ki .
(2) For each s E ,4:, there is a unique decomposition NRIK(s) = K . ,u, with K = K(S) E KX, ,u =,u(s) E qZ;1(lLJ,). 
for all v E Q2/Z2. Hence K = K'.
I
The critical ingredient in the proof was the action of U on Weierstrass functions. Shimura [lo] has recently provided an action of (a covering of) '=2(A)+ on classical theta-functions.
Using it, a similar theorem can be proved for families of curves parametrized by theta-functions; in particular, this applies to the Legendre, Jacobi, and Hesse curves.
For fixed r, s E Q, the classical theta-function B(u, z; r, s) with u E %. z E 5, is defined by e(u, z; r, s) = S e(27ri(f(m + r)'z + (m + r)(u + s))). me2
We will say that a family of elliptic curves is parametrized by classical thetafunctions if there are modular functions h(z) E CZ,(CR,,) and theta-functions B(u, z; ri,j, s,,~), 1 <j < k, 0 < i ,< m, such that for all z in an open subset of 8, the map K(U): C -+ Pm given by is a nonsingular projective embedding of an elliptic curve F(z). The following theorem is proved in [5] ; for now we simply state it and proceed to applications.
THEOREM 2. Let F be a family of elliptic curves parametrized b-y classical theta-functions. The curve F(z) corresponding to z E !$ has complex multiplication iff z = z,, lies in a quadratic imaginary field K. There exists a subgroup U, of GL,(A)+ such that for every CM point zO, where F(z,) is defined,
(1) The classj?eld R to KX . q,'(UJ,) is afield of dejmition for F(z,).
(2) For each s E Ri, there is a unique decomposition NRIK(s) = K . ,u with tc E Kx, ,u E qZ;'(U,). Since q2 has rational Fourier coefficients and is fixed by precisely the commutator subgroup r, of SL,(Z), which contains r(12), by the Strong Approximation Theorem un2 = r(q) . r, * U(12), where we have written W(12) for {u E U ( u, z 1 mod 12M,(Z,) for all pi. 111,* has index 12 in U, the minimal possible index for a family defined at every point of !ij.
The following examples are taken from [5] . EXAMPLE 2. For the Legendre curves y* =x(x -1)(x-n) and the Jacobi curves y* = (1 -x2)(1 -k2x2) the group is W,,= /uEU /u,=(~:db:)~dmod2M,(B2),d2-lmod4L,i and the field of definition R in the theorem is precisely K (A(z,) ). Here ,% = n(z) = k'(z) is the modular function of level 2 satisfyingj = 2*(A2 -I + 1)3/ A'(,4 -1)' and taking values (1, co, 0) at the cusps (0, 1, 00). 
ARITHMETIC INFORMATION ABOUT SPECIFIC CURVES
The basis of our applications is that qz;'(U,) is essentially the kernel of the grossencharacter. It can be computed using the following semi-local formulas for the embeddings qzo: (Q$ @ K)X -+ GL,(C$,). Take 0 < d E Z square-free, write z0 = e + m @i, with e, m E Q, m > 0; put K = Q(z,), and take a, b E Q,. At a prime which is ramified or inert in K, O&(a) = Q, @ K. Idenhfying n with @ &i, one has
For a prime which splits in K, let G denote a fixed square root of -d in Q . Q$, @ K contains two idempotents ai and a*. If 6 E E is congruent to J--d mod 2pZ,, and a, corresponds to the prime p for which ord,((b -@i)/2) > 0, then for a, b E CR,, Table 1 , the conductor is !B;, where the prime 'Q, of R lies over the rational prime (2) .
(c) The Hesse curve for z,, = (3 t @i)/2: x3 t y3 + 1 = 0. This is the Fermat curve, which Weil treated using Jacobi Sums. R = K = a([,); j = 0, CM by the maximal order. Conductor = pi ; Kerk) = C ' X (1 t pi) X ntij Pp. The modular form is 27B in the Antwerp IV tables: M = 27, c(d) = 1.
In the following two examples the value of ,u(z~) was obtained from the known value of j(z) by factoring the polynomial resulting from j = 27p3b3 + 2)'/(,u3 -1)3, and using geometrical considerations to determine the root corresponding to z,,. For the Weierstrass family with q4 = q2, one has j(z) = (12~,(z))~ = (216y,(z))' + 123, and these relations plus geometry were used to find y2(z,,) and yl(zO) for the curves below. by the methods of Section4, the conductor of the grijssencharacter is '$3:. where '$)2 is the unique prime of R lying over (2).
THE CONDUCTORS OF THE LEGENDRE AND HESSE CURVES
As an example of more general information that can be obtained from the formula, in this section we will compute the exponents of the conductors of the grbssencharacters of Legendre and Hesse curves. The main difficulty is that the grossencharacter factors as and while we have a good description of $, the field R is only given by classfield theory. However, higher ramification theory provides the information about the norm map N,,, that we need. Recall that if L is a local field with prime '$I and group of units %'L, then for a real number u, if m is the least integer >v, Z!~=%~/Ln(l +!J3"). . Since I is monotone increasing and takes integers to integers, we get the result. 1
Define ws, to be the exponent of the conductor of the grossencharacter at a prime !$l of 1: that is, ~/n is the least integer k such that x is trivial on %$ (regarded as embedded in Ri). v/S carries information about the type of reduction of the curve. (See Tate [ 111. Note that the exponent of the conductor of the curve, as used in Tate [ 111, and Ogg [4] , is twice the exponent of the conductor of the griissencharacter, cf. [7, Theorem 12, p. 5141.) Suppose p is the prime of K below $3; regard KX as embedded in Ki , and put Hz, = q&'(UJF). By class field theory N RPI,Kp(k$) = KP" n NRIK(R;) = KP" n KX . Hzo.
Since Hz0 is the kernel of x, the lemma tells us that wn= tydgl,Kp(m -1) + 1, where m is the least integer such that To find wn, then, compute Hzo= q&'(UJ,) using formulas (1) and (2); compute the "norm group" I', = FPpn Kx . Hz0 and the "kernel group" W,= %',n Hz,; compute the Herbrand function, implicit in Serre (6, Proposition 13, p. 811 as and find the least m such that %z n VP = Y/F n W,. In our situation vs depends only on p, so we will write wp for it: VP= vRyIKp(m -1) + 1.
We have carried out this procedure for the Legendre and Hesse curves, expressing r,up as a function of the CM point zO. The computations are very lengthy; only the results can be given here. For the Legendre curves the grossencharacter is ramified only at primes above 2; for the Hesse curves, only at primes above 3. We write I,, = e + m m, where t, m E Q, 0 < m, and assume that d is positive, integral, and square-free. Also put n = N,,o(z,) = e* + m*d. If t is a rational number and p is a prime, we denote We remark that in Theorem 3, the condition distinguishing the "high" and "low" conductor classes is simple enough, but in our proof it arises by synthesis from a large number of cases. It would be desirable to see what is really behind this.
In both Theorems 3 and 4, we must make a special case when c is a power of a prime and K = Cl!(i) or Q(G).
The necessity of this was noted by Serre-Tate [7, Theorem 9, p. 5071; here it arises because the extra global units contribute to a larger local norm group when the grossencharacter is ramified at only one prime of K. THEOREM 3. For the Legendre curve y2 =x(x -1)(x -A(z,)), the exponent of the conductor of the grossencharacter at a prime $I of k'= K(A(t,)), Cp ( p of K, 4 / 2, is given by y/p in Table I ; for each Jeld K = Q!(G), the curves divide into a "high conductor" class where wP varies with the conductor c of the order corresponding to [zO, 11, and a "low conductor" class where it does not. The high conductor class is distinguished by the condition that ord,(z,) = 0 for every prime p of K lying over (2). THEOREM 4. For the Hesse curve x3 + y3 + 1 = 3,~t(z,) xy, the exponent of the conductor of the griissencharacter at a prime 'p of ,4= K@(zJ), Fp 1 p of K, p 1 3, is given by w,, in Table II .
Finally, we turn from the local exponents to the conductor itself. The conductor is not so easy to find, because the splitting of p in R/K is controlled by the order of p in the ideal class group; however, its norm can be given easily. The contribution to the norm from primes over p is TABLEwhere Np is the absolute norm of p; eP, f,, and g, are the indices of ramification, inertia, and splitting of p in R/K, and j =j(z,) is the j-invariant of the curve. VI+,, [R: K(j)], and eP are given in Tables I and II 
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